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If you're a digital imager,
you know all too well that there
is a dark side to digital that can
make life difficult. The multitude
of hardware and software parts
in the digital process can
fail at any given moment—
always, it seems,
when there's a tight deadline!

Hard disks are retired for
two reasons—either they
become too small to hold data,
or they crash beyond their warranty.
All but one of the drives we use
worked for more than five years.

Hard Drive Meltdown:
There Are SomeSolutions!
Jack and Sue Drafahl
Norton Disk Doctor

NORTON Disk Doctor
Select drive(s) to diagnose.

Diagnose
Options
yndo

F Automatically fix errors
Ready.
Norton Disk Doctor can be used as a maintenance program to check the status of a
drive, or used to fix problems that occur during an improper shutdown.
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Norton System Works can also be used to test the read/
write speed of your drive to see if it matches the original
specifications.
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Norton System Works can also be used to test the
read/write speed of your drive to see if it matches the
original specifications.

Benchmark for System
This graph shows the speed ot your system (CPU. memory, and motherboard) compared
to the speed ot other systems running common 32-bit applications
The base CPU. not shown, is a 16MHz 386SX For example, a typical 233MHz Pentium
system is 57 8 hmes tester than a 16MHz 386SX

Miicrosoft Windows Scandisk usually initiates when
the computer is shut down improperly. If the problem is
severe, it may start from the DOS blue screen. With less
severe problems, it will start from inside Windows.

System Benchmark
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Microsoft ScanDisk
Because Uindows was not properly shut down,
one or wore of your disk drives nay have errors on it.

120
80

To avoid seeing t h i s Message a g a i n , always shut down
your computer by s e l e c t i n g Shut Down iron the Start menu

40
0
Pentium-166

Pentium-233

Pentium IM50

Your System

ScanDisk is now checking drive C for errors:

Loss of Data: Hard Disk Hell

DOWN TIME IN a digital lab can

storage of data, or when you are on a very
tight deadline. You run the risk of losing

be costly. Hoping that computer problems
will never appear in your digital lab is unre-

A common occurrence in any lab that

everything when a failure appears, or at the

alistic. So lefs take a close look at some of

uses the computer systems regularly is sys-

least, you are looking at a full day of down

the problems and provide possible solutions

tem error. Failures usually occur at the most

time.

to keep your digital lab running smoothly.

inopportune times, such as during peak

Sadly, we speak from experience. With

Lightjet , Lambda", or Chromira
Kreonite completes the picture
providing the highest quality digital image processing.
Reliable transport system
for all materials
Computer control for
precision processing and
energy conservation.
Uniform processing
with maximum color
saturation.
Easy loading of wide material.
Efficient Air Knife Dryer System.
Best warranty in the industry.

www.kreonite.com

For more information, call 1 8OO-835- 1O32 or your local Kreonite Dealer
www.focusonimagingmag.com
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Norton System monitor will tell you instantly if
there are problems with hard disks, memory or
many of the computer operating systems.

The Network Checkup will verify
that both hardware and software
systems are working correctly in
your network system.
of the data disk onto the backup drive. The
updating process takes just minutes to write
the new files, and gives you confidence in
the system.
We also constantly use hard disk maintenance programs like Norton Disk Doctor to
check the status of all hard disks on our system. A random error on a hard disk can usually be fixed with minimal effort, but repeated errors usually indicate a pending hard
disk failure.
Another solution to minimize loss of data,
is with the use of a Redundant Array of
Independent Drives (RAID). This is where
you have identical hard drives linked
together to mirror each other. The data is
A removable drive bay is used to move a data drive quickly from one computer to
another. The drive can be controlled from an IDE motherboard cable, or as part
of a RAID system.

saved to both drive systems so that if either
one fails, you can easily recover the data.
Even this system has a weak link. If the

more than a dozen hard disk failures over

data hard disk fails, you still can use the

RAID board itself fails, you lose access to

the past five years, we have learned that fail-

operating hard disk to try and recover the

both sets of data until you replace the board.

ures can occur with new hard disks, small

data files. We use a hot swap drive bay for

We had this happen in our lab, and fortu-

ones, expensive ones, and every brand

our data disk so that we can easily move it

nately we had a duplicate RAID board that

name on the market. There is no real way of

to another computer and keep on working,

allowed us to quickly recover the data.

knowing when they will fail, so the key is to

thus minimizing down time.

prepare for failure.
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When you do have a complete hard disk

If you have a large workstation, such as a

failure, make sure that the unit has truly

The first solution is to divide your com-

server on a network, you should consider

failed and data recovery is impossible

puter system down into multiple hard disks.

four hard drives—one for the operating sys-

before you do anything to the system. Log

At minimum you should have one hard disk

tem, another for programs files, a third for

on to your drive manufacturer's technical

for the operating system and program files,

client data, and a fourth for backup or tem-

support page, and see if they have any solu-

and a second one for client data storage. If

porary files. This fourth drive can also dou-

tions. You are probably not the first one to

you have a crash of the operating system

ble as an emergency drive replacement.

have this failure, so often these companies
have special data recovery programs to help

hard disk, you can recover the data in sev-

This is the system we use for our server

eral ways. You can move the data hard disk

and it works extremely well. At the end of

to another workstation, or just wait until

each day or at the end of a large job, we use

If you stand to lose critical data and all

your operating system is back on line. If the

a file synchronizer to update an exact copy

rescue resources have been exhausted, then

you recover lost data.
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you might consider a hard disk data recov-

"operating system not found" error. Luckily

This way you can easily restore it if you

ery service. Check your yellow pages or the

the fix was simple—we found the CMOS

encounter problems with the install. There

Web by doing a search for "hard disk fail-

settings had changed the data drive settings.

are a variety of third party backup systems

ure." Many have extremely detailed trouble

We simply changed them back and the sys-

on the market that will make a backup of

shooting guides to help determine if you

tem was back on line.

your entire system, and update it on a regu-

can save the hard disk yourself or require
the services of their company.
If your hard disk is toast, don't heave it

Before you install a new program or hard-

lar basis.

ware, we recommend that you do an

We have tried both the "restore" and

updated backup of your computer system.

(Continued on page 39)

into the trash, although that is your first
thought. Instead, grab your serial number
and log onto the Web and check the status
of your warranty. Most hard disk warranties
are from one to three years. In the last five

USED EQUIPMENT

years in our digital darkroom, 11 of the 12
hard disk failures were covered with a full

INDUSTRY LEADING EQUIPMENT WITH NORITSU SUPPORT

replacement warranty. Since this replacement takes a couple of weeks, we always
keep an extra hard disk on hand just in case.
System failures usually boldly announce

You can now have the finest used and reconditioned
QSS equipment- - all with Noritsu backed service and
technical support.

themselves with words like "operating sys-

At Noritsu America Corporation
we have the nation's largest
selection of used and
reconditioned Noritsu QSS
optical/hybrid/digital/enlarger
systems, parts and accessories.
Check with your local Noritsu
sales representative, or call any
one of our regional offices to
purchase these fine products.

tem not found," "system failure," "hard disk
failure," or "unrecoverable system error"
etched across your computer screen. You
may also find yourself facing a blue screen,
no screen at all, or one frozen in time. These
failures can occur for a variety of reasons,
the most common being improper shutdowns, the installation of new hardware or
software, hardware failures, or just bad luck.

For export, broker relations,
quantity purchases, or special
order handling, please contact
t h e Noritsu R e - m a r k e t i n g
Department at our corporate
office (714) 521-9040, or visit
our used equipment web site at
www.noritsuremarketing.com

In the Windows environment, you may
be able to navigate in a safe mode and use
diagnostic software like Norton Works to
help troubleshoot the problem. If your system locks up, carefully and slowly try keyboard strokes that might get you out of the
system lockup. In Microsoft Windows,
pressing the Ctrl/Alt/Del keys may allow

Regional Offices:

you to see the problem programs and shut
the computer down for rebooting. Under

•Western Regional Office:

•Midwest Regional Office:

no circumstances should you run your

6950 Noritsu Avenue, Buena Park,
California 90620-1311 (714) 521-9040

755 Tollgate Road, Eligin,
Illinois 60123-9301 (847) 888-8000

hand across the keyboard in frustration as
this can cause disastrous results. Again, we
speak from experience.

•Eastern Regional Office:

•Southern Regional Office:

336 Route 46 East, Fairfield,
New Jersey 07004-2429 (973) 808-9898

2989 North Stemmons Freeway, Dallas,
Texas 75247-6193 (214) 631-2400

If you have to physically turn the power
off to reboot your system, make sure you

Noritsu America Corporation

wait at least 30 seconds before you restart.

6900 Noritsu Avenue, Buena Park, California 90620-1372 (714) 521-9040

If you don't, the CMOS on the motherboard
may reset to the default settings, losing valuable information about the system's installed hardware. On a recent system failure
we restarted too soon, and then received an

See us at PMA Las Vegas-Booth F63
www.focusonimagingmag.com
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Banner Stands
(Continued from page 25)

Telescopic height and width up to 96"
Get Great Value
& Great Quality

A RAID drive system
can be used to send
two sets of data to
multiple drives in real
time.

Retractable Models Also!

Ph: 888.873.2735 • www.testrite.com
For Fast Response Circle 532

Diversified
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^
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NEW & USED EQUIPMENT
"backup" programs in Microsoft Windows,

Make sure that all systems are turned on

and found the "backup" program to be

for a couple of hours each week, even if you

more reliable. It recovered 90% of the

don't need to use them. Many system fail-

system problems while only 10% of our

ures occur when an out-of-the-way work-

failures were restored using the "restore"

station sits idle for too long.

command.

As you keep adding workstations, you

When you make backups of your com-

should consider keeping an older worksta-

puter system, be sure not to store the back-

tion as a backup system. Keep it on the net-

up file on the same hard disk, or it may

work so that you can transfer working files

become as unless as the system it was

over to the older system while the newer

designed to save. We use a DVD recorder

system is being serviced. When the main

on all our main workstations to write back-

system is back on line, you can easily

up files to the 4.7 gigabyte DVD disks for

update the files using a file synchronizer.

(USED) SIENNA
FPSOOO DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTER
$20,000
1 PAPER CANISTER (1V) HAS 2148 CUTS
FP1000 DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTER $9.000
2 PAPER CANISTERS (8.51 FILMWARE RELEASE
HAS APPROX 50 CUTS
KODAK DIGITAL CAMERA
(DEMO) KODAK DCS 760 DIGITAL CAMERA $3.000
(NEW) KODAK DCS 760 DIGITAL CAMERA S5.000
(NEW) FUJI DIGITAL CAMERA
(3) FUJI FINE-PIX $1 ,500 each
(DEMO) SINAR BACK DIGITAL CAMERA $12,000
(1) SINARCAM II (1) SINARBACK POWER SUPPLY
(1 ) SINAR TRIPOD ADAPTER (1 ) WIDE CARMIER FRAME
(1) SINAR INTERFACE (1) SINARON LENS
(1) OLYMPUS LENS BOARD
2255 JEFFERSON STREET
TORRANCE. CA 90501
(800) 544-1609
(310)328-8577

631 GRAVES STREET
KERNERSVILLE, NC 27284
(336)993-7511
(336) 993-7743 FAX

www.diversifiedphoto.com
See us at PMA Las Vegas-Booth H163
For Fast Response Circle 508

less than 75 cents. We don't use the

Author's postscript: A couple of weeks

rewritable versions as we feel more secure

after we had submitted this article for publi-

with our data on a one write system.

cation, we updated our Norton Works pro-

KREONITE PARTS

Preventive maintenance is your best

gram to the 2003 version. Included with it

method for preventing disasters. Be sure

was the Roxio GoBack 3 program, which

New, Rebuilt, Used ($500,000 Inventory)
• Expert Fast Parts Service

to have an individual in your employ who

works much like the Microsoft restore pro-

is computer savvy. It is money ahead to

gram, but is more aggressive.

• RA4, B & W, etc.

keep that technician educated in minor

We tested it on several workstations, and

computer hardware and software repair.

found it to work flawlessly in restoring

Be sure you allow some down time each

crashes due to hardware and software

week for your workstations to be routine-

installation, and overall system failures. The

ly maintained. Usually an hour of down-

program works in the background when

time per week will keep them working at

you are not working, and can restore both

peak efficiency. As prices keep dropping

program and data files lost in a crash.

on computer systems, you may find that it

Definitely worth taking a look at.

ing it.
www.focusonimagingmag.com

Parts Labor Warranty
E-mail: aps@carol.net

AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICES

-2745
For Fast Response Circle 502

•

Say You Saw It In

may be cheaper to replace a problem
workstation than to be continually repair-

REBUILT PROCESSORS

Jack and Sue Drafahl are freelance writers
and professional photographers living on the
Oregon Coast.
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